
National TYCA Executive Committee Meeting 
Thursday, March 20, 2003  7:00 – 9:00 P.M. 

New York Hilton, Hilton Board Room 
New York City, NY 

 
MINUTES 

 
 
I.  WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS 
 Present: Sandie Barnhouse, Eric Bateman, Paul Bodmer, Stasia Callan, Sally Fitzgerald, 

Gwen Gresham, Christine Jennings, Frank Madden, Mike Matthews, Jody Millward, 
Sharon Mitchler, Sheldon Wrice, Howard Tinberg, Marilyn Valentino, Sterling Warner.  

 
 Absent:  Lois Powers, Gill Creel 
 
 Chair Jody Millward called the meeting to order.  Introductions followed. 
 
II. PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE  (Bodmer) 
 

Paul Bodmer explained the “Notes on Executive Committee Motions” based on The 
Standard Code of Parliamentary Procedure by Alice Sturgis 

 
III. ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA   
 

Motion 1.0: (Valentino/Tinberg)     
 Valentino moved to adopt the agenda as amended moving VI. I. and J. to 
follow VI. E. Approved 

 
IV. APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES, NOVEMBER 22, 2002   
  

Motion 1.1:  (Mitchler/Madden)   Approved     
       

V.  APPROVAL OF CONSENT AGENDA  
 

Motion 1.2:  (Fitzgerald/Valentino)  Approved with the following changes:  
 Chair’s report to “VI. L.” on the agenda. 
 Outstanding Programs in English Award to “VI. M.”  
  
 Reports included in the Consent Agenda: 
  A.  Administrative 
   1.  Executive Director’s Report (Williamson) 
   2.  Financial Report (Subick) 
   3.  Chair’s Report (Millward) 
  B.  Awards’ Committees 
   1.  Outstanding Programs in English (Powers) 
   2.  Nell Ann Pickett (Houston) 
   3.  Fame and Shame Award (Callan) 
   4.  TETYC Best Article of the Year Award (Callan) 
  C.  Archives and History (Powers) 
  D.  Regional Reports 
   1.  Midwest Report (Roberts) 
   2.  Northeast Report (Callan) 
   3.  Southeast Report (Jennings) 
   4.  West Report (Bateman) 
   5.  Pacific Northwest Report (Mitchler) 
   6.  Southwest Report (Gresham) 



   7.  Pacific Coast (Fitzgerald) 
  E.  Publications Report 
   1.  TETYC (Tinberg) 
   2.  TYCA-to-You (Creel) 

F. Guidelines Document (Millward) 
    
VI. REPORTS FOR DISCUSSION AND ACTION 
  
 A.  TYCA Breakfast (Wrice)  
  

• Breakfast this year in NYC is $40/person.  All 10/11 tables have been 
underwritten by  publishers.  Wrice suggested TYCA should raise the price of the 
breakfast.   

• Madden congratulated Wrice and Matthews for their work in recognizing two-year 
authors and publishers’ contributions. 

 
Motion 1.3 Valentino moved that we inquire of NCTE whether it is possible to add the 

TYCA breakfast to the registration form, as well as explore other ways of 
including early registration for the Saturday TYCA breakfast.  
(Valentino/Mitchler).  PASSED. 

  
 B.  TYCA Fund (Bodmer) 
 

• Bodmer explained the creation of the TYCA Fund.  Donations to the TYCA Fund 
are tax deductible.  These donations allow TYCA to purchase plaques for award 
winners and produce brochures for the next year.   

• Discussion followed of ways to encourage donations to the TYCA fund.  
• Millward commended Powers for her extra donation to the TYCA fund. 

 
 C.  College Forum (Matthews) 
  
 College Forum will meet Friday; therefore, Matthews will report to the board on Saturday. 
  
 D.  Discussion of Teacher/Scholar Committee (Reynolds/Madden) 
 
 Motion 1.4  Moved to table the discussion until Saturday. (Tinberg/Matthews). 
 
 Millward recessed the meeting until Saturday, March 22, 2003 at 9:30 A.M. 
 
 
 
 

National TYCA Executive Committee Meeting 
Saturday, March 22, 2003 

New York Hilton, The Holland Room 
New York City, NY 

9:30 A.M. – 2:00 P.M. 
 
 
 

Members Present: Sandie Barnhouse, Eric Bateman, Paul Bodmer, Stasia Callan, Sally 
 Fitzgerald, Gwen Gresham, Chris Jennings, Frank Madden, Mike Matthews, Jody 
 Millward, Sharon Mitchler, Howard Tinberg, Marilyn Valentino, Sterling Warner, Kent 
 Williamson, Sheldon Wrice 
 
 Chair Jody Millward reconvened the meeting begun on Thursday, March 20, 2003.  



 
 
VI. D.  Discussion of Teacher/Scholar Committee (Reynolds/Madden) continued from 3/20 
 

• Madden distributed a report from the TYCA ad hoc Committee on the 
Teacher/Scholar in the Two-Year College reflecting a change in the order of the 
documents the committee will produce:  
1) a comprehensive document—informed by research and examples—that 

defines the role of the two-year college teacher/scholar currently and 
identifies areas for future development.   

2)  a shorter document/pamphlet that briefly defines and outlines the role of the 
two-year college teacher/scholar. 

• Madden mentioned that Powers and Troyka have resigned from the committee 
and that Reynolds will not be the chair. 

 
Motion 2.1  To approve the Teacher/Scholar Committee charge as Amended (see 
Adendum) (Fitzgerald/Callan). Approved. 

  
 E.  TYCA Strands at NCTE and CCCC 
 
  1.  Program (Valentino)  Report accepted. 
  2.  Proposal Forms (Bodmer) 

o All CCCC program proposals for annual TYCA presentations and events 
will be housed at NCTE headquarters and forwarded to the Board 
member responsible for TYCA proposal submissions to the CCCC. 

o Add Two-Year College to Reviewer level of interest on NCTE proposal 
form 

  
 C.  College Forum (Matthews) 

• Report submitted from the College Forum committee meeting.   
  “The College Forum met to plan its workshop in Chicago, scheduled for Saturday  
  and Sunday, August 9 and 10, 2003 

• The Chicago agenda will include the TYCA Chair report that lists projects and 
concerns, NCTE efforts on higher education matters, and the TYCA 
representative position paper and a project idea.  The project will be the 
resolution about standardized assessment approved by the TYCA EC on 
November 23, 2002. 

• Frank Madden suggested a list of College Forum charges/duties be disseminated 
to members. Bodmer noted that, now that the group is formalized, a written 
document will be forthcoming. 

  
 F.  National TYCA Officer Visits to Regional Conventions (Bodmer) 
 
 

• Discussion of expense of housing for national representatives attending 
regionals.  Some are built into the costs for conferences; others can only 
provide if a hotel comps the room.   

• Fitzgerald believes the national rep. would be more effective if s/he would do 
a “teaching” workshop, rather than just an address promoting NCTE. 

• Callan suggested that the national rep. be in touch with the program chair of 
the  regional to discuss what role/presentation might be.  

• Matthews felt that the national reps. put together their own package of 
possible presentation topics.  Board needs to train national reps on how to 
promote NCTE. Mitchler noted that the “Responsibilities Checklist for 
Regional Representatives to National TYCA” covered some of the concerns 
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raised in the discussion, including inviting national TYCA officers to present a 
session, the NCTE display, and the request for NCTE membership on 
regional membership forms. 

• Bodmer said that if NCTE had a copy of the national reps C.V.s then they 
would be better able to offer the regionals information that they may be able 
to offer the conference. 

• Promotion of NCTE and of submissions to National Conferences and TETYC 
need to be included in the officers’ role during regional visits. 

  
  Summary:  (Millward).  The sense is that we would like to see the visits continue,  
  but for conference planning purposes, we need to respond earlier with what  
  those national reps. can offer.  Secondly, promotion of NCTE and submissions to 
  TETYC need to take place also. 
 

Motion 2.2  Moved that TYCA Executive Committee affirm the role of national 
officers in attending regional meetings to include their duties as 
keynote speakers, workshop leaders, panel participants, attendees 
at E.C. meetings, and/or spokespersons for NCTE.   
(Matthews/Gresham)  Approved. 

     
 G.  TYCA By-Laws Changes for Chair Rotation (Bodmer) 
 
  1.  Roles and Duties of Officers 
 

• Discussion of the many required commitments of the TYCA Chair. 
   
   Motion 2.3  Motion that the Secretary of TYCA attend the 
 College Section Steering Committee meetings at NCTE on 

Monday. Secretary will also attend planning meeting in 
Urbana in February.  (Gresham/Callan)  WITHDRAWN 

 
• Bodmer will circulate a packet for the Executive Board to consider all the 

roles and responsibilities of the officers. 
   
  2.  Roles and Duties of Ex-Officio Non-Voting Members: Archivist, TTY Editor 
 

• Tinberg questions whether it is essential that the TYCA-To-You (TTY) 
Editor be in attendance at EC meetings (due to cost concerns). 

• Discussion followed. Millward will write a letter encouraging the 
importance of the TTY Editor’s attendance at the annual meetings. 

• Millward reminded board of Archivist’s request in her report to send e-
mail and other documents to archivist. 

   
 A.  TYCA Breakfast Report (continued from Thursday) 
  
  Wrice reported the final figures for Saturday’s breakfast.  
 
  Cost of breakfast:    $6,714.58 
 
    Income generated: 
  7 publishers purchased 11 tables @ $300.00 $3,300.00 
  Ticket sales:   23 prepaid @ $10.00       230.00 
  50 conference @ $10.00        500.00 
    Total    $4,030.00 
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      (Balance)         ( $2,684.58) 
 
  Note:  National TYCA paid for award winners’ breakfasts: 
  18 @$40.00 each    $   720.00 
  
 
  Motion 2.4  Moved that the breakfast ticket cost be raised to $15.00 contingent  
 upon NCTE’s inclusion in the registration form; otherwise, cost 

should remain at $10.00. (Valentino/Madden).  FAILED 
 

Motion 2.5  Moved that the breakfast ticket price be raised to $15.00 beginning 
in March 2004. (Matthews/Valentino).  Approved. 

 
Motion 2.6   Moved that the EC commend Wrice for the excellent job of 

coordinating the breakfast for the past three years.  Approved by 
acclamation. 

 
• Jennings will work with Wrice next year on the breakfast. 

 
 
V. Kent Williamson, NCTE Executive Director (Moved from Thursday agenda) 
 
 A.2. Financial Report for TYCA FY03: July 1–Dec. 30, 2002. 
 
 A.1. Executive Director’s Report to TYCA 

• Finances and Membership 
• Fundraising and Grants 
• Professional Development and Technology – update 
• Advocacy, the Writing Initiative, and Public Relations Outreach 
  --The Writing Initiative 
  --Strategic Vision 
 
Additional discussion: 

• When the NCTE website is completed next year, TYCA members will be part 
of the larger learning communities.   

• An affiliates’ workshop will take place the second week of August to teach 
the software usage.   

• Mitchler noted that the online proposal form worked well this year. 
• Williamson noted that the new software will allow regionals to house 

membership lists. 
    

  
VI. L.  Chair’s Report (Millward) 
 
  Report Submitted: TYCA Committees Update  
  Millward summarized TYCA Principles for Appointments to Committees: 

1.One committee member carry-over to insure consistency in policy and practice 
2. Diverse regional representation 
3. Gender balance 
4. Ethnic diversity 

 
  1. Nell Ann Pickett Service Award 
   Frank Madden, Chair (NE) 
   Ben Wiley (SE) 
   Propose Louise Bowen – West 
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  2. TETYC Best Article Award 
   Stasia Callan, Chair (NE) 
   Sharon Mitchler, (PNW) 
   Carolyn Callhoun Dillahunt (PNW) 
 
  3.  Public Image Committee 
   Sterling Warner, Chair (PC) 

• Outgoing Chair, Callan, submitted a report outlining process for Chair 
selection and term of service. 

    
  4.  Outstanding Programs in English Awards 
   Jay Wootten, Chair (MW) 
   Sheldon Wrice (MW) 
   Gwen Gresham (SW) 
   Sharon Mitchler (PNW) 
   Propose Bill Swanson (PNW) 
 
   Report from Powers VI.B.1—Recommended revision: 
   Motion 2.7   Moved that a change to the report read as follows: 

“2. Chair of the committee appoint a new chair for the 
committee.” (Fitzgerald/Warner).  WITHDRAWN 

 
 

Motion 2.8 To revise the recommendation to omit #5.  In #3, revise to 
read “The design of the award included inviting winners and 
honorable mentions to present at NCTE conferences and at 
Regional conferences in order to gain recognition.  The 
committee chair will be responsible for encouraging 
presentations at conferences in order to showcase the 
award winners especially at conferences in the winners’ 
geographic locations.” (Matthews/Valentino).  Approved. 

 
• Bodmer reported that we now have a balance of $96 in the account. 

 
  5.  WEB Committee 
   Lois Powers (PC and Lee Herrick (PC), Co-chairs  
   Mike Matthews (W) 
                                       

• The committee will recommend a web tender and determine the 
range and scope of duties and what type of content would be most 
appropriate for the TYCA-National web site.  

• Millward needs recommendations from regional reps for people in 
this new “web tender” and for people to serve on the committee. She 
will take committee’s recommendations under advisement.  

       
  6.  Teacher/Scholar Ad Hoc Committee 
   Frank Madden, Chair (NE) 
   Mark Reynolds (SE) 
   Peter Sotiriou (PC) 
   Howard Tinberg (NE) 
   Marilyn Valentino (MW) 
   John Lovas (PC) 
   
  7.  Nominating Committee (Reconstituting Efforts, Ad Hoc) 
   Frank Madden, Chair (NE) 
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   Ben Wiley, Co-Chair (SE) 
   Committee Charge – see Millward report UPDATE (pasted here) 

• Develop form(s) for Regionals to use to solicit nominations for 
service in TYCA and CCCC 

• Develop a list of TYCA and CCCC committees, their charge, and 
term of service and post on TYCA Website 

• Identify CCCC committees where TYCA membership would 
benefit both organizations 

• Solicit recommendations from Regional Boards and active TYCA 
members for the following offices: 

1. Elected positions 
• TYCA Associate Chair 
• College Forum 
• College Section 
• CCCC Associate Chair 
• CCCC Nominating Committee 

2. TYCA Committees and Service 
3. CCCC Committees 

• Create a database of these recommendations to be 
housed at National TYCA office 

• Develop procedure for selecting candidates for 
elected office (closed vs. open sessions) 

   Motion 2.9 To accept Millward’s recommendation to delete College 
 Forum from the list of elected officials. (Warner/Callan) 

Approved. 
  
 M. Community College Profile Ad Hoc Committee 
 

• Meeting came to end because of time – board agreed to deal with this issue 
via  the executive board listserve.  

 
  Motion 2.10  To adjourn. (Valentino /Warner) Approved 
 
VII. APPENDIX 
 Current TYCA, CCCC, and NCTE Committees 
 TYCA Executive Committee Roster 
 TYCA Constitution and By-Laws 
 NCTE Vision Statement for 2003 
 FYI: “Making the Leap,” Chronicle of Higher Education 
  
 Informational Material distributed--“Engaging Community Colleges: A First   
 Look.” Community College Survey of Student Engagement. Community 
  College Leadership Program, U of Texas at Austin. 
 



Addendum #1 
 
The TYCA ad hoc Committee on the Teacher/Scholar in the Two-Year College 
 
The TYCA Teacher/Scholar Committee will define and promote the role of the Teacher-Scholar 
in the Two-Year College: 
 
• The committee will define this role in relation to traditional faculty roles in the academy of 

teaching, scholarship, and service. 
• The committee will provide and annotated bibliography of works relating to the role of the 

teacher-scholar. 
• The committee will promote and support recognition of the role of teacher-scholar. 
• The committee will advocate for that role 
 

-With two-year college English faculty to increase scholarship on teaching in the two-year 
college 
-By identifying space for professional development opportunities for two-year college 
English faculty 
-By validating the option of two-year college teaching within graduate English programs and 
graduate communities 
-With two-year college administrators to increase recognition of the necessity to reward the 
triad of teaching, scholarship, and service 
-With governing bodies of two-year colleges to ensure institutional commitment. 
 

• The committee will advocate for that role—with two-year college administrators, faculty 
evaluators, and promotion committees to increase recognition of the necessity to reward the 
triad of teaching, scholarship, and service. 

• To facilitate this work, the committee will produce two documents: (1)a short 
document/pamphlet that briefly defines and outlines the role of the two-year college teacher-
scholar; (2) a longer, more comprehensive document--informed by research and examples--
that defines the role of the two-year college teacher/scholar currently and identifies areas for 
future development. 

 



Addendum #2   

Outstanding Programs in English Award Committee Report 
 

Committee Reporting: 

Outstanding Programs in English Awards 

 
To: The Executive Committee of the Two-Year College English 

Association 
Report Author: Lois Powers      
Date of This Report: February 24, 2003      
 
Members Present at Online Discussions: 
 
 1. Linda Isles Jones      
 2. Sharon Mitchler      
 3. Sheldon Wrice      
 4. Jay Wooten 
 5. Lois Powers, Chair      
  
 Date of Last Meeting: On-going e-mail discussion and phone calls 
 
Work Completed Since Last Report: 
 

 Read proposals for the awards 
 Preliminary ranking of proposals, discussion, and selection of winners and honorable 

mentions  (see attachment) 
 Contacted winners and honorable mentions 
 Sent letters to winners and honorable mentions with information about the award 

presentation at the TYCA Breakfast 
 Developed a timeline with Terrill Martinez indicating dates when the various stages of the 

process will be due 
 Mailed courtesy copies of the September issue of TETYC which featured the award 

winners to the administrators in the colleges of winners and honorable mentions 
 Decided to continue the 9” by 12” award plaques for winners rather than go to 8” by 10” 
 Reviewed and updated the brochure and the submission form for 2004 
 Clarified submission directions 
 Reconsidered the categories and made changes in the categories and subcategories for 

2004 (see attachment) 
 Printed brochures and submission forms so that the information could be distributed at 

the CCCC Convention 
 
Summary of Current Activities: 
 

 Prepare brochures and submission forms for the TYCA web site (NCTE staff) 
 Update the call for submission for the journals (TETYC, CCC, and College English) 
 Announce winners on the TYCA web site 
 Announce winners in the May issue of TETYC 
 Publish brief summaries of the winning programs and honorable mentions in the 

September issue of TETYC 
 Send copies of the September issue of TETYC to the administrators of the winners and 

honorable mentions and a letter informing them that the awards are listed on the 
NCTE/TYCA web site 



 Seek forums for winners to present at conferences 
 Expand ways to further publicize the awards 

 
 
Projected Completion Date of Activities:  
 
On-going yearly cycle      
 
Recommendations from the Committee to the Executive Committee: 
 

1. Chair of TYCA to appoint several new members to the committee and rotate 
several members off 

2. Chair of TYCA to appoint a new chair for the committee       
3. The design of the award included inviting winners and honorable mentions to present 

at NCTE conferences and at Regional conferences, in order to gain recognition. The 
committee chair will be responsible for encouraging presentations at conferences in 
order to showcase the award winners especially at conferences in the winners’ 
geographic locations. 

4. Survey the Regions to see how many Program Chairs did invite award winners to 
present at their regional conferences. 

 
Special Congratulations 
 

Congratulations to two EC members who are award winners: Chris Jennings, Writing 
Coalition Project Director, at Tidewater Community College in Norfolk, VA and Jody 
Millward at Santa Barbara City College in Santa Barbara, CA. Although the present 
director, Sandy Starkey, is listed as the award winner, Jody deserves to share in the 
recognition because she originated the program. Congratulations! —The Committee 

 
Special Thanks 

 
  I would like to thank my very hardworking committee for their time and professional 

responses to an exciting, but challenging, task. The time for decisions is also the time for 
finals! I would also like to thank Terrill who has overseen this project at headquarters with 
great care and attention to detail. We still had to add a few finishing touches this year, our 
second year, and Terrill’s resourcefulness was invaluable. –Lois  
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